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just a quick note on this one to clarify why the two are included. the events of arabian nights and the film itself are obviously linked, with the events being told in flashback by sinbad as he recounts what happened to him after the events in the film. as such, it does make sense that the stories exist
within the film. however, the fictional elements of the film have their own separate continuity, and are not related to the events of the story at all. --shaddowfly (talk) 20:43, 24 december 2011 (utc) arabian nights is a legendary film. i am proud to have found it and it is something i am sure will be put to
good use. thanks for adding it. i have added it to the official list. --the preceding unsigned comment was added by 79.32.109.99 (talk • contribs). this was originally in the production notes for the film, it's been confirmed that the film was actually made at the same time as arabian nights. the reason why

the events are intercut at that time is because they are told in flashback. also the story of arabian nights and the film is obviously linked with the events of the film being told in flashback by sinbad as he recounts what happened to him after the events in the film. as such, it does make sense that the
stories exist within the film. however, the fictional elements of the film have their own separate continuity, and are not related to the events of the story at all. --shaddowfly (talk) 20:43, 24 december 2011 (utc) the basic format of the mini-series is that the tales follow the happenings of a group of

characters who are brought together by a genie named dinar to fulfil a contract. the initial contract was to complete a set of time-consuming tasks but the genie, who is of the same type as the genie in the tv series aladdin, then offers the guests a choice of two additional conditions: the genie will grant
the guests wishes or they can choose to die. this format follows the idea of the arabian nights where the genie first offers a number of very specific wishes, before offering freedom or death. each night follows this pattern but the genie is more powerful and chooses more terrible wishes. by the second

night, the genie has become obsessed with killing the guests and the entire aim of the production is to escape death by the end of the series.
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in morocco, a deaf single mom befriends an embittered widower who lives out his life in a cement cell at the top of the country's most massive stone tower. after watching her children grow up in a world where deaf and hearing people can communicate almost exclusively through sign
language, she becomes convinced that the way they communicate with each other is the key to life. but the answers she finds in the world of deaf culture are so startling that she must ask a series of questions of her own family, and the story that results is as addictive as it is brilliant. "in

the day of the dolphin" is a story that's simple at heart but asks profound questions about the world we live in and how its youth are growing up. it's also an intensely beautiful story about the lengths to which a mother will go for the safety and happiness of her children. (nicole alaina farrell)
(ends wednesday, june 4) read more known for his collaborations with roger michell (he won an academy award with him for out of sight in 1998) and kenneth branagh (he won another oscar for hamlet in 1996), writer-director mike leigh is easily the most underrated auteur in contemporary

cinema. he's well-regarded in britain, but his films rarely even make the new york times best-seller list. i want you to take a moment, right now, and remember your first impression of all or nothing. it's 2000 ad, and the plot has just ground to a halt. flashbacks are done. characters are
saying yes to everything. (it ends with william h. macy's character deciding to marry the unenthusiastic, angry, truculent nymphomaniac played by mare winningham, who may or may not be his daughter-in-law. i have no idea if he does it or not, because as often as not, leigh forgets to tell

us.) that is movie writing at its clearest and the one who plays out its arid landscape with the most unruffled aplomb is daniella kertesz. for every minute of it, she plays a piece out of a game of solitaire -- yes, solitaire. (ben kenigsberg) (ends sunday, june 8) read more 5ec8ef588b
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